Homology modeling of the HER3 kinase domain
The protein sequence selected for alignment of the kinase domains included residues 678-957 (EGFR) and 683-962 (HER4); we opted to exclude the flexible C-tail from the alignment, as its sequence is highly variable among the ErbB kinases. A total of 50 models were generated from each of the templates (EGFR, HER4, and multiple templates) by satisfying a set of static and dynamic spatial restraints in MODELLER 1 . These restraints are expressed in terms of a molecular probability density function, or objective function, which is optimized and applied in the ranking of the set of models constructed in MODELLER 1 .
We then evaluated several stereochemical properties such as torsion angles and mainchain bond lengths for the most energetically favorable model from each template to identify any poorly-refined regions in the models. As the flexible A-loop (residues 833-855 in HER3)
exhibited particularly unfavorable residue energies, we applied the loop-modeling algorithm in MODELLER 2 to remodel this sub-domain in each of our top models as well as in our HER3
crystal structure, which is missing nine residues in the A-loop. Nine residues representing the least energetically favorable amino acids were remodeled, including residues 842-850 (EGFRbased model), 840-848 (HER4-based model), 840-848 (MT model), and 845-853 (HER3 crystal structure), as the accuracy of loop modeling decreases with loop length 2 . A total of 500 A-loop models were created, as this extent of conformational sampling for 9-residue loops correlates with maximal accuracy in the loop prediction 2 . We then selected the top A-loop model from each template based on a combination of objective function score and stereochemical quality.
The Ramachandran plots for the top structures reveal that the majority of residues in the HER3 models lie within the most favored regions of phi-psi space (92.1%, 93.8%, 94.6% and 90.5% for the models based on EGFR, HER4, MT, and the HER3 crystal structure, respectively, see Fig. S1 ). PROCHECK 3 was used to calculate the residue-by-residue G-factor, which provides a measure of the deviation of a given stereochemical property from its standard distribution, computed from a database of high-resolution protein structures. Specifically, the overall G-factors plotted in Fig. S2 average the contributions from the side chain torsion angle G-factors and the G-factors for main-chain bond lengths and bond angles, where darkened bars indicate low-probability conformations. The stereochemical quality of each model was further evaluated using the Discrete Optimized Protein Energy (DOPE) method 4 , which is an atomic distance-dependent statistical potential optimized for model assessment in MODELLER. The DOPE score profiles for the leading models exhibit a significant energetic improvement in the A-loop region as compared to the original structures ( Fig. S3) , especially for the MT model. It is also apparent that the MT model is biased toward the HER4 template, particularly for residues 775-825, where the DOPE profiles for the MT-and HER4-based models decrease in energy, in contrast to the EGFR-based model, which exhibits more energetic peaks in this region. A combination of DOPE energy, objective function score and stereochemical quality were considered in order to determine the most energetically favorable HER3 models derived from each template. Furthermore, the RMSD among the top model A-loops was computed, as minimal variation among the low energy conformations correlates with a more pronounced free energy minimum and a higher level of accuracy in the best structural prediction 2 . The superposition of the top 10 models from each template resulted in a dominant cluster of conformations, increasing our confidence in the reliability of the top structures. The top 10 MT models exhibited the smallest RMSD, or minimal variation. Our results emphasize the importance of selecting the best available template for homology modeling of even highly related proteins, and indicate that the application of multiple templates in the sequence alignment may improve the quality of homology models in certain cases 5 . Figure S1 . Ramachandran plots of the top HER3 structures modeled on (A) the EGFR template, (B) the HER4 template, (C) Multiple templates and (D) Loop-modeled HER3 crystal structure. All templates produced high-quality models with at least 90% of residues lying in the most favored regions of phi-psi space. Figure S2 . G-factor plots for the top HER3 models constructed from each ErbB template before and after A-loop refinement. Plots are shown for the HER3 structures modeled on (A) the EGFR template, (B) the HER4 template, (C) Multiple templates and (D) the loop-modeled HER3 crystal structure. The G-factors provide a measure of the deviation of a given stereochemical property from its standard distribution, computed from a database of high-resolution protein structures, where darkened bars indicate lowprobability conformations. The A-loop region is boxed to highlight the improvement in G-factor scores after A-loop refinement. For each phosphorylated ErbB species, data was normalized to the maximum pHER3 signal observed, to facilitate comparison of the RTK activation levels. For pAKT, data was normalized to the maximum pAKT signal observed. Figure S8 . Dose-response curves of lapatinib treatment in the HER3 signaling model. The response to the TKI was computed following a 30 minute pre-incubation with lapatinib and 10 min stimulation with increasing concentrations of NRG1-β. Results for pEGFR, pHER2 and pHER3 were normalized to the no-inhibitor control value for 100 nM pHER3 to facilitate comparison of the profiles for the three ErbB kinases. Results for pAKT were normalized to the no-inhibitor control value for 100 nM pAKT. 
